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Explorations in creative reading and writing

1 hr 45 minutes

80 marks

50% of Language GCSE

1 fictional text source

Key terminology

Metaphor

Simile

Personification

Beginning

Middle

Section A Reading- 40 marks- 1 hour

Q1- List 4 pieces of information from a specific part of the 

source(4 marks)

Q2- Analyse the writer’s use of language from a specific part of 

the source, commenting on techniques and writer intentions (8 

marks)

Q3- Analyse the writer’s use of structure from the whole source, 

commenting on overall impact (8 marks)

Q4- Evaluate to what extent you agree with a statement linked to 

the source, exploring techniques and how well a writer has 

achieved the ideas in the statement (20 marks)

Key Skills

Decoding 

Understanding

Comprehending

Inferring

Evaluating

Section B Writing- 40 marks- 45 

minutes

Q5- Write descriptively or creatively 

based on an image or title/scenario

You will be assessed on your ability 

to engage the reader, use 

vocabulary for effect, structure your 

description or narrative in 

paragraphs, use punctuation 

accurately, accurate spelling and 

grammar, and maintain the quality 

of writing from beginning to end.

Key Writing Concepts:

Colon semi-colon list- This was a place for those who needed: comfort 

in times of need; solace in times of chaos; reassurance in times of 

uncertainty.

Triplet minor sentence opening- Isolated. Abandoned. Desolate.

Rhetorical question to create emotion- After all, if I couldn’t trust them, 

who could I trust in life?

Section B Writing Success Criteria

You should always include the 

following:

❏ Paragraphs

❏ Ambitious vocabulary

❏ A range of accurate 

punctuation

❏ Correct spelling and grammar 

usage

❏ Variety of sentence types

❏ Language techniques such 

as similes, metaphors, 

repetition, rhetorical question

End

Shift

Climax

Focus

Intentions

To an extent

Key Reading Sentence Prompts

The writer has used a (name technique) to create a sense 

of/to create the impression that the character is...

The shift in focus from ….to…. allows the reader to 

I somewhat agree with the statement as the writer has used 

a (name technique) to portray the idea that…. which links to 

the idea in the statement of...



Year 11 Autumn Term Homework

Homework in Year 10 will be set three times a fortnight by the class teacher, and may cover a range of tasks linked to your 

learning across your GCSE studies.

Task Expectations

● Handed in on time

● Effort and care has been taken to produce 

the best piece of home learning that you 

can 

● Spend around 60 minutes on one piece

● Ask questions and enquire if you are ever 

uncertain

● Research should be comprehensive and 

in your own words

● Work is checked for SPaG accuracy

Homework Tasks

● Revision driven by knowledge organiser 

content

● Extended writing practise

● Fiction reading to broaden understanding 

of writer intentions, genres and styles

● Key vocabulary and terminology tests

● GCSE Pod videos


